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Meeting Notes  

Virtual meeting on Zoom on 17th September 2020 

While the Church of England has allowed churches to open for services and some specific church 

management meetings, this being not church business, it was felt prudent to have this meeting on 

Zoom. 

Attendees: Clare Maslen, [who could listen to the group but because of a computer problem could 

not be heard for the first part of the meeting] Heather Cutler, David Anderson, Colin Cutler, Mervyn 

Bright, Debbie Baisden, Robin Dixon, Anne Dyster. 

 

Apologies: Joyce Lewis, Jeanne MacWillson, Paul Malloy 

Heather welcomed new attendees Debbie Baisden from the Rayleigh Arms, who is interested in 

making a pictorial history display in the pub of the village and particularly the pub, and Robin Dixon 

who most people already know.  

She apologised for not having the notes of the last meeting to hand, (these have been on our web 

pages since 1st August 2020) and asked others if they had any amendments to let her know. 

Updates since our last meeting were: 

Mervyn outlined the work he has been doing on the 1851 census transcription. Terling is now 

complete and published on the Terling Hub and work continues for Fairstead which seems to be 

missing quite a few details on the original documents. [Both will be part of the archives in due course]. 
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He has also done a great deal of work on news clippings, some of which have been forwarded to 

Heather for the archives [and many of which will be drip fed through the web page ‘In the News’]. 

He has also managed to save the Gerald Isted interview from the Essex Records Office and believes 

one of John Thurgood [Anne’s father] exists which was transcribed by someone, possibly Janet 

Gyford. Anne advised ERO should also have the tapes of a discussion with Pete Thurgood [her 

brother] about their grandfather and Uncle Fred Thurgood and Freddy Twin about gamekeeping in the 

village. She and Pete have copies if not available from ERO.  

Heather expressed concern that co-incidentally she had tried finding these tapes by searching the 

ERO online data and kept getting a ‘could not find’ response. This is often a problem and it does 

seem that ERO appear to have lost data, which had been her concern some time back when the 

suggestion was made that we should hand our catalogue to them for safe keeping. 

Mervyn offered to use the software he has for conversion of tape to MP3 for any future work. 

Anne had enjoyed listening to Mervyn’s Mum on previous recording work he had made public. 

Heather thanked Mervyn for the mountain of interesting items which he had sent through the week 

before this meeting, which she has only just started to scratch the surface in viewing terms, because it 

is all so interesting. It will of course form part of the archives and web pages in due course. 

David reported that he has completed the box which had a great many items which had not been 

catalogued. As we work through the items though we have found several items which perhaps should 

be combined into one reference.  

Also, there may be other archives, for example one from Liz Twin, which has yet to be sorted and 

which may possibly mean that these items may need to be combined with other items which already 

exist.  

Anne reminded us that she still has a box of her father’s items which will require cataloguing.  

David and Heather to review the next steps.  

Colin said he had just been moving lots of archive boxes for David and Heather who had been 

cataloguing. We do have a space problem with the boxes now, although this may be alleviated if we 

can dispose of the old fold flat chairs currently stored in the vestry. He will speak to Sarah McNamara 

and Shanie from the Dairy again [who has promised to take them for sale or disposal as appropriate if 

agreed by the churchwardens]. 

Robin said he hopes to be able to research the Terling Stores history. There are a number of items 

in the archive relating to the old Terling Provident Society including a minute book, [Mervyn also has 

another] teaspoons, commemorative tray, and old pictures of the Stores in both the existing location 

and when it was at what is now Church View cottage.  

Anne remembers the Stores having a sweet shop, where the children would buy their gobstoppers 

and similar sweets, in what was the more recent Post Office end [now hairdressers] run by Mr Petman 

and there are pictures in the archive or her possession.  

Mervyn remembered when the Post Office was down The Street, outside which was the telephone 

box. 

Mervyn also confirmed that he had made a PDF file of the Provident Society Minute Book and had put 

this on the Terling Hub. [It is also held on the archive Item 215]. This large file will be sent separately 

to Robin. 

Colin suggested asking the Terling Hub for what items people might have which could be 

photographed or scanned and returned. 
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Heather suggested to Robin that if he wanted someone to work with him on his research to please 

ask. 

Anne reported on Terling Tales activity, which has slowed because understandably people do not 

want to meet during Covid restrictions. Having listened to the Gerald Isted recording she was 

concerned that her work on Terling tales might seem inadequate. However, Heather assured her that 

on other local history groups one of the most appreciated aspects is the recoding of what might seem 

mundane aspects of life which is now otherwise becoming forgotten.  

One tale involved Non Smith, then publican at the Rayleigh Arms in the 1940s and 50s. Lord 

Rayleigh’s workmen, having finished work at the Ford, went to the pub for lunch, where there was no-

one to serve them at the bar. After knocking to alert Non, there was no response, so they helped 

themselves to their beers. Leaving the pub, they met Non coming in the opposite direction. They told 

him what they had done, to which he just replied, “Right ho, mate. Never mind, pay me next time”.  

Debbie offered to help in any way with getting information. 

Anne replied that informal chats often seemed to be the best way of getting information. A previous 

chat with one person who had said at the end that there wasn’t anything more he could add, then 

resulted in a less structured chat in which he came up with all sorts of interesting pieces of 

information. Perhaps this would be a better approach, but difficult to record. Anne might be able to go 

back to him to ask if those subsequent recollections could be used. 

Debbie said she hoped to have a wall of Rayleigh Arms pub history pictures with descriptions and 

suggested once started it might help the Terling Tales group if they could gather people in the pub to 

talk through their knowledge of the pictures, which could be recorded. That might also help with 

recording the old Terling accent, which is fast disappearing. 

Clare having just left the meeting now re-joined, but could now only be heard, not seen! 

Heather warned we were 3 minutes from the end of the allotted Zoom time. 

Anne asked how one might write a Terling word or phrase into ‘English’. Heather has a booklet about 

translation of Isle of Wight dialect into English which might assist. 

Debbie asked if there was a reference for the Terling accent and Heather suggested she listen to 

Anne! In addition, John King, Jason and David’s Dad, has a good Terling accent. Debbie would love 

to make a blackboard in the pub. Anne pointed out this is a Terling accent, different from say 

Colchester or Halstead. 

Heather warned we were 1 minutes from the end of the allotted Zoom time of forty minutes and as it 

looked like there would not be an extension did anyone have any urgent items remaining? 

Anne was intrigued by the trades, such as threshing machine operator, shown in the recent census 

records transcribed by Mervyn, and wondered what a threshing machine operator would do for the 

rest of the year! 

At this point the meeting was ended by Zoom. Heather did manage to log back into the meeting and 

was re-joined by Robin, Colin and Clare who could now be both seen and heard. 

Clare was now able to tell us that her midnight ramblings through the internet had revealed that Lady 

Godiva had once owned Terling. [A very wealthy woman and benefactor to a number of churches, 

Godiva is mentioned in the Domesday survey as one of the few Anglo-Saxons and the only woman to 

remain a major landholder shortly after the conquest].Apparently on her death bed she donated Terling, 

and a number of other land-parcels including Barking, to the See of Ely. She then recovered!   

The name Godiva was fairly common in those days but it is believed she was the same about whom the 

story of the naked ride through Coventry is still celebrated, having protested to her second husband over 

the oppressive taxation he imposed. 
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Colin reminded us this story also created the name of peeping Tom, apparently the only person to 

look at Godiva during her naked ride, despite all being told to look away. 

Robin is looking for records relating to the graveyard extension. Colin has done some delving without 

success but will continue to look. This is really a church matter for the Parochial Church Council but 

anyone who could help would be appreciated. Heather pointed out the archive contains the Essex 

Family History Society records of graves in both graveyards (item 382) which date from 2001 and she 

believes Liz twin worked on a plan which the Churchwardens regularly use and update for burial 

records. Robin to investigate. 

Clare also told that she has been looking at various records for the old burial sites in the village, pre 

the use of the churchyard. It appears from a French inscription on an old map that there was a site 

behind the long wall and by the site of the old Bishops Palace, and also an older village graveyard 

further down from that. probably the Hospital Field from the days of the Typhoid Epidemic was also a 

graveyard. She is continuing work on this. 

Robin mentioned his recent sighting of detectorists (from Brentwood he believes) working near 

Humphrey’s fields the Square & Compasses, who might have found historic items of interest to the 

group. He will enquire. 

Clare showed the group part of a pot, believed to be 

significant age, in her garden and was looking for 

further information.  

She also showed a perfect condition earthenware 

ginger beer bottle she had found in her garden 

recently, the content of which was made in 

Chelmsford by James McPherson & Co (late Tomlin 

& Brown Manufacturing Chemists) the forbears of Schweppes. She has dated it as 

approximately 120 years old, which is about the time the builders worked on the 

remodelling of her home, Butlers Lodge. Though not uncommon, these bottles carry lovely social 

history in their design and labelling. 

Heather outlined the problem we have, a victim of our success, with reaching the maximum 

Microsoft Access database file size used by our archive. We now need to urgently change the file 

type to keep adding items, and this IT programming is beyond her abilities. As we do not hold any 

funds she does not wish to spend money on it, nor give the data to a central location where we might 

have no control over the access to the records. It had been one of the items which we had hoped in 

the Spire Lottery bid that the older Computer Studies pupils would be able to develop, but sadly the 

schools never responded to our request letters sent by Sarah McNamara. We could try again though. 

Clare suggested we try asking on the hub. Either way, the existing data will be transferred, and the 

work done to date will not be lost. 

Heather suggested that if Clare and Jeanne have any bits of time and inclination over the coming 

months to work together on more investigation into the stories of interesting people in the graveyard it 

would be a nice project to move forward and can be done in little steps as they are able. 

There being no other business the second part of the meeting ended after an additional twenty 

minutes. 

The next meeting will be at 2.30pm on Thursday October 15th 2020 


